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Pattern structures [1], an extension of Formal Concept Analysis [2], propose a
direct way to knowledge discovery in nonbinary data. On the one hand, pattern
structures on logical formulas, graphs and strings give a means for relational
knowledge discovery. On the other hand, interval pattern structures [3, 4] propose
an approach for processing uncertainty in numerical information: For a numerical
attribute uncertainty is given in terms of an interval of possible values.
Let G be a set (of objects), let (D, u) be a meet-semi-lattice (of all possible
object descriptions) and let δ : G → D be a mapping. Then (G, D, δ), where
D = (D, u), is called a pattern structure, provided that the set δ(G) := {δ(g)|g ∈
G} generates a complete subsemilattice (Dδ , u) of (D, u), i.e., every subset
X of δ(G) has an infimum uX in (D, u). Elements of D are called patterns
and are naturally ordered by subsumption relation v: given c, d ∈ D one has
c v d ⇔ c u d = c. A pattern structure (G, D, δ) gives rise to the following
derivation operators (·) :
A = ug∈A δ(g)


d = {g ∈ G | d v δ(g)}

for A ⊆ G,
for d ∈ (D, u)

These operators form a Galois connection between the powerset of G and
(D, v). The pairs (A, d) satisfying A ⊆ G, d ∈ D, A = d, and A = d are
called the pattern concepts of (G, D, δ), with pattern extent A and pattern intent
d. Pattern concepts are ordered wrt. set inclusion on extents. The ordered set
of pattern concepts makes a lattice, called pattern concept lattice. This lattice
can be computed with a polynomial delay algorithm CbO [5]. For a, b ∈ D
the pattern implication a → b holds if a ⊆ b , and the pattern association rule



∩b |
|
a →c,s b with confidence c and support s holds if s ≤ |a |G|
and c ≤ |a|a∩b
.
|
Pattern association rules may be derived from a concise representation given
by the edges of the diagram of the pattern concept lattice. Let us have a set of
positive examples G+ and a set of negative examples G− w.r.t. a target attribute,
G+ ∩ G− = ∅.
A pattern p ∈ D is a k-weak positive premise (classifier) iff
| p ∩ E− |≤ k and ∃A ⊆ E+ : p v A
A k-weak positive premise is a k-weak positive hypothesis if ∃A ⊆ E+ : h =
A . A weak k-hypothesis is the least general generalization of descriptions of

positive examples, which is contained in no more than k negative examples.
Negative premises and hypotheses are defined similarly. Various classification
schemes using premises are possible, including very efficient “lazy” ones [6].
Now we come to interval pattern structures. For two intervals [a1 , b1 ] and
[a2 , b2 ], with a1 , b1 , a2 , b2 ∈ R, their meet is defined as
[a1 , b1 ] u [a2 , b2 ] = [min(a1 , a2 ), max(b1 , b2 )].
This operator is obviously idempotent, commutative and associative, thus defining a pattern structure on tuples (vectors) of intervals of attribute values of a
numerical object-attribute table (G, M, W, J), where G is the set of objects, M
is the set of attributes, W ⊆ R is the set of attribute values, and J ⊆ G×M ×W
gives the table itself. The lattice of interval pattern structure (G, (Int, u), δ) is
isomorphic to the concept lattice of the context that arises from the interordinal
scaling of the initial many-valued numerical context [2], where for each table
value a two binary attributes ≥ a and ≤ a are introduced. However, interval
tuples give better understanding of results and computation with them is faster
than that with the interordinal scaling [3].
A bicluster of ε-similar values is an inclusion-maximal subtable of numerical
object-attribute matrix (G, M, W, J), such that any two entries of it differ no
more than in ε. We show that a bicluster of similar values are closed descriptions
in terms of a modified pattern structure on intervals. Namely, each object of this
pattern structure corresponds to a row of the original table and has description
consisting of all maximal pairs of the form (B, [a, b]), where B ⊆ M , a, b ∈ R,
|a − b| ≤ ε, and maximality is taken wrt. partial order defined as (B1 , [a1 , b1 ]) ≤
(B2 , [a2 , b2 ]) ⇐⇒ B1 ⊆ B2 and [a1 , b1 ] ⊇ [a2 , b2 ]. Intersection u of sets of these
pairs is defined as the set of all maximal pairwise intersections on pairs wrt. ≤
with nonempty set of attributes and intervals not exceeding ε.
We present and discuss results of computer experiments on gene expression
data justifying the use of interval patterns for mining biclusters.
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